Global BIM Manager

Professional Training

“Standards play an important role in ensuring the wider adoption of BIM technologies, processes and collaboration by ensuring that the same accurate data can be accessed throughout the supply chain.”

- Dr Mark Bew MBE
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Why BSI-HKU BIM Training

Global Vision
Jointly developed by BSI (International National Standards Body) and HKU (Global Top University)

China Insight
Practical experience case sharing for China and Hong Kong market

International Language
Training content designed with ISO 19650, BIM Level 2, PAS 1192 and local standard suite

Training Certificates
CPD hours and certificates issued by BSI and HKU

RTTP Fund Claimable
1/3 Course fee HKD 6,000 ONLY (original HKD18,000)

Training Venue
Training is delivered at the campus of HKU

Cutting-edge BIM Research
Offer a unique world-leading BIM research and postgraduate study experience

One-stop Training
Flexible Training Option: Global BIM Manager Training; Business Review of BIM; BIM Executive Talk
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